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Abstract
Blockchains have emerged as a potential mechanism to enable immutable and consistent sharing of data across organizational boundaries. While much of the discussion on
blockchains to date has been structured around public versus permissioned blockchains, both of these architectures
have significant drawbacks. Public blockchains are energy
inefficient, hard to scale and suffer from limited throughput and high latencies, while permissioned blockchains depend on specially designated nodes, potentially leak metainformation, and also suffer from scale and performance bottlenecks. This raises the question if blockchains, in their current form, are the only class of datastores that can provide
such strong integrity guarantees.
We introduce autonomous blockchains, an architecture
based on free-standing, immutable, eidetic databases that
implement independent timelines, linked together through
interactions. Autonomous blockchains can be realized using
trusted execution environments in combination with audit
mechanisms. This architecture does not only provide blockchain-like integrity and auditability guarantees but also supports storing and querying private data. Further, multiple
autonomous blockchains can be linked together through federated transactions to exchange data and order mutual operations. These transactions are amenable to audits and yield
tamper-proof witnesses. Evaluation shows that this design
can achieve high throughput while providing stronger integrity guarantees than conventional datastores.
CCS Concepts • Security and privacy → Management
and querying of encrypted data; Information accountability and usage control.
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1

Introduction

Many high-value applications require reliable and immutable
storage of data across multiple distrusting parties [13, 35,
39]. These applications are characterized by integrity requirements wherein each party must abide by pre-defined policies. Conventional databases cannot live up to this challenge,
as they require trust in the entire application stack and host
operating system(s) by all parties. Earlier work focused on
accountable systems [23, 37], which ensure integrity by allowing clients to audit the log for states they have observed
previously. But audit mechanisms by themselves cannot protect against third-parties accessing the data.
Blockchains have recently emerged to fill this void by
providing an immutable, i.e. append-only, data feed across
a trustless network of peers. Public/permissionless blockchains [29, 36] operate across an open network and achieve
consensus through mechanisms known as proof-of-work or
proof-of-stake, both of which require massive replication of
data and computation in their current form. Thus, public
blockchains are energy inefficient, hard to scale and suffer
from limited throughput and high latencies [11]. Further,
due to their open and distributed setting, they cannot be
used to store private or confidential data. Private/permissioned blockchains [7, 28], on the other hand, achieve consensus across a pre-defined committee [8, 19, 24]. This approach necessarily requires specially designated committee
nodes, often leaks meta-data, such as which clients interact with which others, at what frequency, and is limited in
performance as existing protocols require all-to-all communication across participants.
The main contribution of this paper is to outline our vision of autonomous blockchains, a class of data stores that
provide a self-standing, permanent, tamper-proof event-log
of all transactions and data, and allow to facilitate confidential computations on such data. We consider a system as system as self-standing if it does not rely on an external consensus mechanism to operate. The central abstraction provided
by autonomous blockchains is an append-only log [9]: past
states are unchangeable, and new states are only appended
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to the log. Building on this foundation, autonomous blockchain instances can operate independently, as a “blockchain
of one,” and, optionally, allow data sharing with other blockchain instances.
Data and computation across different autonomous blockchains can be linked together through federated transactions.
This architecture thus enables creating networks that share
designated data items and executing computations on remote parties. This is in stark contrast to conventional blockchains, which replicate all data across all nodes. As a result,
communication between autonomous blockchain nodes is
kept minimal.
Autonomous blockchains support application-defined policies [20, 34] and introspecting functions, which, in turn, enables mutually-distrusting parties to interact. Specifically,
autonomous blockchains allow every object to be inseparably associated with a semantic security policy. Policies are encoded symbolically as abstract syntax trees, which enables
applications to analyze the policy and establish trust in the
future behavior of that object. Policy enforcement can be
leveraged to guarantee confidentiality as well as integrity.
For instance, blockchains may restrict modifications to a
bank account those issued by the specified owner and ones
that do not result in a negative balance.
To enable privacy preserving data queries, autonomous
blockchains support protected function evaluations, read-only
transactions that compute functions over remote private
data [16, 38]. The primary use of this functionality is to execute a vetted function without revealing the input data to
the remote party. Like with any other transaction, the holder
of the data retains full control over what can be done with
the data and both parties can vet the function a priori.
The usage of hardware-based trusted execution environments (TEEs) enables nodes to trust another participant’s
computation without trusting the administrator of that system. Audit mechanisms prevent malicious actors from rolling
back the TEE’s state and ensure that each blockchain node
only runs a single TEE. Because each service can run their
own blockchain backed by a TEE, the throughput scales with
the number of nodes in the system.

2

The Autonomous Blockchain Model

At a high level, every autonomous blockchain implements
a secure database that clients, as well as other nodes, can
connect to. Each blockchain instance maintains a distinct
ledger, comprising a timeline of events and a datastore. An
autonomous blockchain connects to other chains to create
a network across which data can be shared, and functions
can be invoked, securely. Clients connect to the network
through one or multiple such blockchain instances and do
not need special hardware support. Providing a conventional
database interface allows for straightforward porting of exiting applications to this new abstraction. Nodes and clients
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rely on a public attestation service to ensure integrity and
authenticity of database nodes. Attestation services provide
a public-key infrastructure to ensure the authenticity of parties but do not gain access to private data.
Applications are written against an interface that is a superset of a transactional key-value storage API. They either
interface with the datastore through a secure network connection or execute inside the datastore’s TEE in the form of
policies and stored procedures.
2.1

Assumptions and Attack Model

Following previous work [3] we assume a powerful attack
model: an adversary might have root access to the database
server, including full control over the scheduler, the file system, and network communication. The attacker may tamper
with the hardware, except for the CPU itself.
We further assume that clients and database administrators distrust other parties in the system. This means principals need assurance that data can be modified only by parties they specify. Further, they demand control over what
information is leaked to other parties, including the database administrator.
We assume that every autonomous blockchain implementation has access to a TEE. In particular, we assume that as
long as the CPU itself is not tampered with, TEEs have the
following functionality. First, application data is protected
from third-party access. Second, a third party cannot influence the execution of the TEE, except for how many CPU
cycles are allocated to it. Third, the TEE can prove remotely
that it is functioning correctly and has not been compromised (remote attestation).
2.2

Objects and Transactions

Autonomous blockchains expose a flexible object model that
accommodates unstructured, as well as structured, data. Objects are collections of attribute-value pairs, where attributes
have types such as lists, dictionaries, strings, binary data,
and numeric values. Binary data can contain executable code
representing stored procedures. Each object belongs to a collection (similar to tables in relational datastores).
Each blockchain maintains a partially-ordered log of transactions, each relating to one or more objects. As such, for
each creation, update, or deletion of an object, the ledger
holds a record of a corresponding transaction. Transactions
store the new values of all updated objects. In the case of a
deletion, the new value is a tombstone entry ⊥. Transactions
relating to the same object are arranged in a total order to
guarantee linearizability [15]. Further, in case events are created by a transaction that spans multiple objects, an event
may also capture the dependencies between versions of different objects. Crucially, unrelated events are not ordered
with respect to each other.
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2.3

Protected Function Evaluation

Another key primitive supported by autonomous blockchains
is protected function evaluation (PFE). PFE enables parties to
invoke a custom function on a remote node in a secure execution environment guarded by the TEE. This way, data
protected by the TEE remains private to the trusted environment, and only the designated result of the function call
is revealed to the caller.
Since computations on private data have the intended goal
of retrieving some information extracted from that data, they
need to be vetted to ensure that this leakage is permissible
to all parties. Autonomous blockchains employ two mechanisms to perform this vetting. This can be done by checking the functions hash against a whitelist or by formally analyzing the program code. Much past work concerns itself
with the analysis of function properties, including for information leakage [12] and information flow [25], so the mechanisms of this vetting are beyond the scope of this paper. In
addition, every single object retrieved during a PFE has its
semantic security policy checked on every access.
After successful execution, the calling party receives a
witness containing the function identifier and a certified result. Autonomous blockchains identify functions through
the hash of their bytecode, similar to how the Ethereum Virtual Machine operates. The witness is signed by a persistent
key associated with the blockchain instance of the executing
party, which allows any third party to verify the authenticity of the result.
This design imposes minimal structure on witnesses. In
particular, it deliberately leaves freshness guarantees up to
applications – autonomous blockchains do not purport to
provide a global clock or a total order of events. The critical
observations behind this decision are threefold. First, no single notion of time can serve every application. Some applications may operate on a sub-microsecond granularity, which
could entail inordinate overheads, while others keep track
of events in a more coarse-grained manner. Second, even if
there was a time granularity that one could pick for most applications, current technologies for providing a trusted time
source into a secure execution environment provide much
weaker guarantees than the TEE itself, because they rely on
additional hardware outside of the CPU die [10]. Finally, it
has been our experience that most applications can be implemented using simple happens-before relationships between
affected objects.
2.4

Semantic Security Policies

Semantic security policies allow associating applicationspecific constraints with an object. These policies are inseparable from the object to which they belong and inviolable
even by the principal controlling the database instance. To
access the database, a user must necessarily go through the
blockchain’s policy enforcement engine mandated by the
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TEE. Thus, even an attacker who takes over the database
cannot subvert the access policies associated with objects. In
the case of accessing a previous version of the object, that
version’s policy and state will be used to make an access
control decision.
Each autonomous blockchain maintains a registry of identities, which can be leveraged by policies to make an access decision. Identities are tuples consisting of a humanreadable name and a public key. This registry is used to prevent man-in-the-middle and impersonation attacks. We assume a public key infrastructure (PKI) that nodes can rely
on when connecting to previously unknown parties.
Identities are inseparable from the associated authenticated communication channel. In particular, nodes cannot
change their identity after a connection has been set up.
Costly authentication and attestation have to be performed
only once when setting up the channel. After successful attestation, policies can always rely on the authenticity of the
referenced identities.
Policies are specified at the time of an object’s creation
and can be modified after the fact only if the policy permits
it. And changes to a policy are stored in the object’s timeline
just like changes to all other fields of the object. Accesses to
an object’s value in the timeline leads to the evaluation of
the object’s policy at that point in time. To enable this, autonomous blockchains require policies to be idempotent, i.e.,
they may not have any side effects or refer to the state of
other objects. Policies have access to an interface that exposes information about the attempted operation and the
affected object(s).
Autonomous blockchains further allow associating a policy with a collection to enable richer application semantics.
Such collection policies may, for example, specify who can
create or modify any object in the collection. Further, they
can enforce a schema on the data, by rejecting all updates
that miss required fields or contain fields in an invalid format. Collection policies thus allow to break down application logic into multiple concurrent objects without sacrificing integrity.
2.5

Witnesses and Fraud Proofs

Even backed by a TEE, autonomous blockchains are still
beholden to the database administrator (DA), which we address in this section. DAs are entities that configure and runs
a specific blockchain instance. Aside from configuring the
TEE itself, the DA is also in charge of replicating the on-disk
state of the blockchain to provide fault-tolerance. In particular, if the machine running the TEE becomes unavailable,
they can restart the blockchain instance using the replicated
disk-state on the same or different physical machine.
While the DA cannot arbitrarily change stored data, access to the machine which the enclave runs on enables them
to pause, rollback, or clone the TEE at any point in time. The
database state may be encrypted, cryptographically signed,

and replicated, but is stored on untrusted hardware, which
can be exploited by the DA to roll back to a previous state.
Similarly, a DA may attempt to run multiple instances of
the same blockchain node to provide different views of the
world to different parties. Mitigations for these attacks exist,
such as monotonic hardware counters or Byzantine faulttolerant replication schemes, but are too slow or require
trust in third parties.
The autonomous blockchain abstraction includes the notion of fraud proofs, which demonstrate misbehavior of a
DA. Entities that interact with the blockchain instance collect records of its behavior in the form of witnesses. If malicious behavior is detected, it can be demonstrated using
two conflicting witnesses. For example, if the DA runs more
than one TEE with the same key, the witnesses might certify two different database states at the same point in time.
A fraud proof then is merely a certificate containing the set
of conflicting witnesses.
The autonomous blockchain architecture leverages
economic incentives in combination with fraud proofs to enforce the correct behavior of DAs. In scenarios where we envision the deployment of autonomous blockchains, the DA
is typically a well-known counterparty, in a legal relationship, that can be held accountable. Aside from allowing for
legal actions using fraud proofs, we envision a kill switch in
the form of a fraud proof. Here, an enclave will shut down
after receiving a fraud proof, which provides a strong negative incentive for a DA that wants to keep the blockchain
running to maintain their revenue stream, thus they are incentivized to not conduct fraudulent behavior.
Clients may further leverage witnesses to overcome the
lack of availability of a blockchain node. Witnesses enable
to bootstrap a self-standing, read-only snapshot of the user
data. For data items that are not protected by security policies, witnesses can provide the data in the form of a digital
signature. For other data, witnesses allow bootstrapping a
local trusted execution environment, where the data is protected by the same policies as in the original datastore. This
scheme is analogous to clients storing blocks locally in conventional blockchain systems.

3

Prototype Evaluation

We implemented and evaluated a fully-functional prototype
of an autonomous blockchain in the form of CreDB. The
main takeaway from the result in this section is that while
the overheads associated with this kind of secure hardware
are significant, they can be mitigated using efficient implementation and paging techniques.
The prototype uses version 2.1.2 of the Intel SGX SDK and
is compiled using GNU g++7. Evaluation is done using two
kinds of hardware. First, a big configuration that provides
32GB of RAM and an Intel Core i7 6700K CPU offering 8 logical cores. Second, a medium configuration providing 16GB of
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Figure 1. CreDB’s performance on TPC-C under a changing
number of clients compared to CreDB without SGX
RAM and an Intel Xeon E5420 CPU offering 8 logical cores.
Both configurations run Ubuntu 18.04 based on Linux 4.15.
For all experiments, a single server is hosted on the big configuration while clients execute across multiple medium configurations.
We expose CreDB to a TPC-C workload and compare it to
a version of CreDB that doesn’t run in SGX. The experimental setup contains four warehouses and a dataset of about
one gigabyte. Intel will most likely provide hardware with
much larger EPC sizes in the future. We thus assume that
the chosen dataset size is indicative of how future versions
of CreDB will perform on larger datasets. For CreDB, data
is stored normalized. In particular, each order is a distinct
object and not part of the client’s record.
Figure 1 shows both systems over a changing number of
clients to visualize the impact of limited amounts of protected memory. We observe that each system scales up with
an increasing number of clients. However, CreDB’s throughput quickly reaches its peak of about 500tx/s. We pinpoint
this limitation to the fact that once the EPC memory size
is exhausted, threads will start competing for memory. The
variant of CreDB without SGX yields in about twice the performance until concurrent transactions become the main
bottleneck.

4

Related Work

Software-Based Attacks on TEEs Side-channel attacks,
which is attacks that observe the application’s behavior
through non-standard communication, such as looking at
its CPU or cache usage, are of constant interest in the security community. Thus, several papers have addressed how
the confidentiality of trusted hardware enclaves can be broken using such attacks [32]. Most of these attacks benefit
from the fact that weak cryptographic code, e.g., where application secrets modify the control flow, is executed inside
the enclave. While preventing CreDB nodes from side-channel
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attacks is beyond the scope of the paper, all cryptographic
code in the enclave is implemented using constant-time libraries. Still, we expect future versions of CreDB will need
to be amended as other such side-channel attacks are discovered.
Further, it has been shown that speculative execution on
Intel CPUs can be exploited to leak private information of
processes and even SGX enclaves [6, 18]. Some of these attacks can be mitigated by upgrading the microcode of Intel
CPUs, while others require to disable certain features such
as HyperThreading. This means mitigating such attacks
comes with a noticeable amount of performance loss. However, an autonomous blockchain is orders of magnitudes
faster than other blockchain systems, which means it will
still perform well compared to other systems with the mitigations applied. We further assume the usage of open-source
TEEs, such as Sanctum or Keystone, will help to avoid similar attacks, as a large developer community can vet the hardware implementation and microcode of the processor.
Ensuring Data Integrity CreDB builds on top of previous work on tamper-evident logs, which allow detecting
Byzantine behaviors of storage servers [23, 37] and other applications [14]. While most of these mechanisms only provide fork consistency, A2M [9] and TrInc [21] use trusted
hardware to achieve strong consistency in such a setup. However, audit mechanisms by themselves cannot provide data
privacy or policy enforcement.
Concerto [2] is a datastore that achieves strong consistency using server-side integrity verification. Due to batch
verification, this approach achieves much higher performance
than other mechanisms [22]. However, Concerto ensures
only data integrity and does not guard the data from unwanted accesses. Guardat [34] shields data from malicious
applications by enforcing policies in the storage layer.
In a distributed setting, specific Byzantine fault-tolerant
consensus protocols can be used to shield a system from misbehaving principals [5, 8, 27]. In such an environment, the
trust lies in the network itself and a large fraction of nodes
behaving honestly. Permissioned blockchains have adopted
these protocols, which careful selection of committee members and need a higher number of replicas than the approach
described in this paper. Further, they do not shield from data
leakage and cannot enforce access controls without substantial additional measures.
Encrypted Databases If policy enforcement is not a requirement, i.e., users trust each other, operating on encrypted
data might be sufficient to achieve confidentiality. Maheshwari et al. [26] presented one of the first encrypted databases.
Their system stores hashes of the encrypted data in a small
trusted hardware module to protect from tampering.
CryptDB [30] and Monomi [33] rely on homomorphic encryption of data. To make such a scheme efficient CryptDB
does not encrypt all data and only supports a subset of the
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SQL language. TrustedDB [4] and Cipherbase [1] overcome
this limitation by running queries on encrypted data using a
trusted hardware module. All of these systems, to our knowledge, assume that clients trust each other. In contrast, the
policy enforcement and accountability features in CreDB
are designed with multiple distrusting clients in mind.
EnclaveDB [31], Shieldstore [17], and PESOS [20] provide
secure storage using Intel SGX instead of dedicated secure
hardware, yielding in better performance. While a promising first step, to our knowledge, none of these systems support federation of database nodes or timeline inspection. PESOS is a low-level object storage system yielding high
throughput by relying on trusted storage technologies, a
mechanism CreDB could leverage as well.

5

Conclusion

Autonomous blockchains provide a high-level datastore abstraction, including access to an immutable and eidetic ledger
of all changes, on top of a low-level trusted execution environment. We believe that this abstraction provides every desired property of conventional blockchains, and do so without reliance on third parties, high energy consumption, or
leakage of private data. While our design requires additional
trust in the hardware and enclave code, as well as relies on
certain economic incentives, we believe this is a valid tradeoff between performance and safety for many use cases.
Finally, we presented a working prototype which demonstrated that this abstraction allows building high-integrity
applications with relatively low effort. Benchmarks show
that this approach can handle hundreds of complex transactions a second on a single node. We conclude that the autonomous blockchain design yields high performance compared to state-of-the-art permissioned and permissionless
blockchains, and lays the groundwork for novel designs of
trusted storage technologies.
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